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ACAMP Celebrates 10 Years in
Business
"In the past six months, ACAMP has been under a 10-year
performance review by the Government of Alberta and
Alberta Innovates, reviewing the successes of our clients over
the life of ACAMP. I am proud to say that the results to date
have been outstanding. We have helped Alberta enormously
in wealth creation as measured by job growth, yearly revenue
by our clients, patents produced and products introduced
from ACAMP’s product development support. The numbers
are outlined within this annual report."
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You're Invited!
ACAMP invites you to join us as we host a
one-day seminar on Intelligent Systems &
Robotics.
Industry experts confirmed to speak from our
52 member AST Consortium include
Bombardier, DOT, Edmonton International
Airport, Inova, NovAtel, Pegasus, Raytheon,
Rosenau Transport Ltd., Siemens and more.

#CES2019
ACAMP introduced the latest in autonomous
solutions at the Las Vegas Consumer Electronics
Show (CES) in February. ACAMP recently released
their new Autonomous ATV that was developed
with its security monitoring application for the
Edmonton International Airport.
ACAMP and a few of its clients exhibited as part of
Tech West Canada’s delegation. ACAMP
successfully showcased its product development
leadership and Alberta's technology innovation.
The ATV is available to be customized for security
applications worldwide.

Client News!

ACAMP Lab Moving

The Edmonton International Airport released

Over the next couple of months our lab in
Edmonton will be relocating to our new
location at the Edmonton International Airport.

there 2018 Year in Review video featuring
companies in Airport City and the latest in
technology developments.

This move is being completed in phases and
will not disrupt our clients who currently utilize
our lab space.
If you have any questions, please call
(780)468-2443
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